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35. PLIGHT OF THE IK AND KAIADILT IS SEEN AS A
CHILLING POSSIBLE END FOR MAN
JOHN 8. CALHOUN

The Mountain-how pervasive in the his- In its center, the Kidepo valley, 35 miles
tory of man. A still small voice on Horeb, across, home of abundant game; to the
mount of God, guided Elijah. There, south, mist-topped Mt. Morungole; to the
earlier, Moses standing before God re- west the Niangea range; to the north,
ceived the Word. And Zion: "I am the bordering the Sudan, the Didinga range;
Lord your God dwelling in Zion, my holy to the east on the Kenya border, a sheer
mountain."
drop of 2,000 feet into the Turkanaland
Then there was Atum, mountain, God of cattle herdsmen. '.Through ages of dawnand first man, one and all together. The ing history few people must have been
mountain rose out of a primordial sea of interested in encroaching on this rugged
nothingness-Nun. Atum, the spirit of life, land. Until 1964 anthropologists knew
existed within Nun. In creating himself, little of the Ik's existence. Their very
Atum became the evolving ancestor of the name, much less their language, remained
human race. So goes the Egyptian myth- a mystery until, quite by chance, anthroology of creation, in which the Judaic pologist Colin M. Turnbull fo1J.I1d himself
Adam has his roots.
among them. What an opportunity to
And there is a last Atum, united in his study pristine man! Here one should enyouth with another mountain of God, Mt. counter the basic qualities of humanity
Morungole in northeasternmost Uganda. unmarred by war, technology, pollution,
His people are the lk, pronounced eek. over-population.
They are the subject of an important new
Turnbull rested in his bright red Land
book, The Mountain People, by Colin M. Rover at an 8,000-foot-high pass. A bit
TumbuU (Simon and Schuster, $6.95). beyond this only "navigable" pass into
They still speak Middle-Kingdom Egyp- the Kidepo Valley lay Pirre, a police outtian, a language thought to be dead. But post watching over a cluster of Ik villages.
perhaps their persistence is not so strange. There to welcome him came Atum of the
Egyptian mythology held that the waters warm, open smile and gentle voice. Grayof the life-giving Nile had their origin in haired at 40, appearing 65, he was the
Nun. Could this Nun have been the much senior elder of the Ik, senior in authority
more extensive Lake Victoria of 40 to 50 if not quite so in age. Nattily attired in
millennia ago when, near its borders, man ·shorts and woolen sweater-in contrast
groped upward to cloak his biological self to his mostly naked colleagues-Atum
with culture?
bounced fo1ward with his ebony walking
Well might the Ik have preserved the stick, greeted Turnbull in Swahili, and
essence of this ancient tradition that from that moment on took command as
affirms human beginnings. Isolated as they best he could of Tumbull's life. At Atum's
have been in their jagged mountain fast- village a plaintive woman's voice called
ness, near the upper tributaries of the out. Atum remarked that that was his
White Nile, the Ik have been protected wife-sick, too weak to work in the fields.
from cultural evolution.
Turnbull offered to bring her food and
\,\7hat a Shangri-la, this land of the Ik.
medicine. Atum suggested he handle
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Tumbull's gifts. As the weeks wore on
Atum picked up the parcels that Turnbull
was supplying for Atum's wife.
One day Atum's brother-in-law, Lomongin, laughingly asked Turnbull if he
didn't know that Atum's wife had been
dead for weeks. She had received no food
or medicine. Atum had sold it. So she just
died. All of this was revealed with no
embarrassment. Atum joined the laughter
over the joke played on Turnbull.
Another time Atum and Lojieri were
guiding Turnbull over the mountains, and
at one point induced him to push ahead
through high grass until he broke through
into a clearing. The clearing was a sheer
1,500-foot drop. The two Iks rolled on the
ground, nearly bursting with laughter because Turnbull just managed to catch himself. What a lovable cherub this Atum! His
laughter never ended.
New Meaning of Laughter

Laughter, hallmark of mankind, not
shared with any other animal, not even
primates, was an outstanding trait of the
Ik. A whole village rushed to the edge of
a low cliff and joined in communal laughter at blind old Lo'ono who lay thrashing
on her back, near death after stumbling
over. One evening Iks around a fire
watched a child as it crawled toward the
flames, then writhed back screaming after
it _ grasped a gleaming coal. Laughter
erupted. Quiet came to the child as its
mother cuddled it in ·a kind of respect
for the merriment it had caused. Then
there was the laughter of innocent childhood as boys and girls gathered around a
grandfather, too weak to walk, and
drummed upon his head with sticks or
pelted him with stones until he cried.
There was the laughter that binds families
together: Kimat, shrieking for joy as she
dashed off with the mug of tea she had
snatched from her dying brother Lomeja's
hand an instant after Turnbull had given
it to him as a last token of their friendship.
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Laughter there had always been. A few
old people remembered times, 25 to 30
years ago, when laughter mirrored love
and joy and fullness of life, times when
beliefs and rituals and traditions kept a
bond with the "millions of years" ago
when time began for the Ik. That was
when their god, Didigwari, let the Ik down
from heaven on a vine, one at a time. He
gave them the digging stick with the instruction that they could not kill one
another. He let down other people. To the
Dodos and Turkana he gave cattle and
spears to kill with. But the Ik remained
true to their instruction and did not kill
one another or neighboring tribesmen.
For them the bow, the net and the
pitfall were for capturing game. For them
the greatest sin was to overhunt. Mobility
and cooperation ever were ·part of them.
Often the netting of game required the
collaboration of a whole band of 100 or
more, some to hold the net and some to
drive game into it. Between the big hunts, .
bands broke up into smaller groups to
spread over their domain, then to gather
again. The several bands would each settle for the best part of the year along the
edge of the Kidepo vaney in the foothills
of Mt. Morungole. There. they were once
again fully one with the mountain. "The
Ik, without their mountains, would no
longer be the Ik and similarly, they say,
the mountains without the 1k would no
longer be the same mountains, if indeed
they continued to exist at all."
In this unity of people and place, rituals, traditions, beliefs and values molded
and preserved a continuity of life. All
rites of passage were marked by ceremony.
Of these, the rituals surrounding death
gave greatest meaning to life. Folded in
a fetal position, the body was buried with
favorite possessions, facing the rising sun
to mark celestial rebirth. All accompanying
rituals of fasting and feasting, of libations
of beer sprinkled over the grave, of seeds
of favorite foods planted on the grave to
draw life from the dust of the dead.
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showed that death is merely anot:iex fo rm
of life, and rr:rni!ided the living of the
good things of life and of the good way
to live. In so honoring tr1e dead by creating goodness tI1e Ik hel~ed speed the soul,
content, on its jow:ney.
Such were the !k until wildlife conservation intruded into their homeland. Uganda
decided to make a national park out of the
Kidepo Valley, the main hunting ground
of the Ik. What then happened stands as
an indictment of the :nyopia that science
can generate. No one looked to the Ik to
note that their hunter-gatherer way of life
marked the epitome of conservation, that
the continuance of their way of life would
have added to the surcess of the park.
Instead they were forbidden to hunt any
longer in the Kidepo Valley. They were
herded to the periphery of the park and
encouraged to become farmers on dry
mountain slopes so steep as to test the
.poise of a goat. As an example to the
more remote villages, a number of villages
were brought together in a tight little
_cluster below the southwest pass into the
valley. Here the police post, which formed
this settlemertt of Pirre, could watch over
the Ik to see that they didn't revert to
hunting.
These events contained two of the three
strikes that knocked out the spirit of the
Ile. Strike No. 1: The shift from a mobile
hunter-gath~rer way of life to a sedentary .
farming way of life made irrelevant the
Jk's entire repertoire of beliefs, habits and
traditions. Their guidelines for life were
inappropriate to farming. They seemed to
adapt, but at heart they remained hunters
and gatherers. Their cultural templates
fitted them for that 'one way of life.
Strike No. 2: They were suddenly
crowded together at a density, intimacy
and frequency of contact far greater than
they had ever before been required to
experience. Throughout their long past
each band of 100 or so individuals only
temporarily coalesced into a .whole. The
intervening breaking up into smaller
groups permitted realignment of relation-

ships that. tempered conflicts from earlier
associations. But at t,lie resettlement, more
than 450 individuals ·were forced to form
a permanent cluster of villages within
shouting distance of each other, Suppose
the seven million or so inhabitants of Los
Angeles County were forced to move and
join the more than one million inhabitants
of the more arid San Diego County. Then
after they arrived all water, land and air
communication to the rest of the world
was cut off abruptly and completely. These
eight million people would then have to
seek survival completely on local resources
without any communication with others.
It would be a test of the ability of human
beings to remain human.
Such a test is what Dr. Tumbull's book
on the Mountain People is all about. The
Ik failed to remain human. I have put
mice to the same test and they failed to
remain mice. Those of you who have been
following SMITHSONIAN may recall from
the April 1970 and the January 1971 issues
something about the projected demise of
a mouse population experiencing the same
two strikes against it as did the Ik.
Fate of a Mouse Population

Last summer I spoke in London behind
the lectern where Charles Darwin and
Alfred Wallace had presented their papers
on evolution- which during the next century caused a complete revision of our insight into what life is all about and what
man is and may become. In summing up
that session of 1858 the president remarked
that nothing of importance had been presented before the Linnean Society at that
year's meeting! I spoke behind this same
lectern to a session of the Royal Society
of Medicine during its symposium on
"Man in His Place." At the end of my
paper, "Death Squared: The Explosive
Growth and Demise of a Mouse Population," the chairman admonished me to
stick to my mice; the insights I had presented could ha\'e no implication for man.
Wonderful if the chairman could be cor-
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rect-but now I have read about the
Mountain People, and I have a hollow
feeling that perhaps we, too, are close to
losing our "mountain."
Turnbull lived for 18 months as a member of the Ik tribe. His identity transfer
became so strong that he acquired the Ik
laughter. He laughed at seeing Atum suffer as they were completing an extremely
arduous journey on foot back across the
mountains and the Kidepo Valley from the
Sudan. He felt pleasure at seeing Lokwam,
local "Lord of the Flies," cry in agony
· from the beating given him by his two
beautiful sisters.
Well, for five years I have identified
with my mice, as they lived in their own
"Kidepo Valley"-tbeir contrived Utopia
where resources are always abundant and
all mortality factors except aging eliminated. I watched their population grow
rapidly from the first few colonizers. I
watched them fill their metal "universe"
with organized social groups. 1 watched
them bring up a host of young with loving maternal care and paternal territorial
protection-all of these young well educated for mouse society. But then there
were too many of these young mice, ready
to become involved in all that mice can
become, with nowhere to go, no physical
e~cape from their closed environment, no
opportunity to gain a niche where they
could play a meaningful role. TI1ey tried,
but being younger and less experienced
they were nearly always rejected.
Rejecting so many of these probing
youngsters overtaxed the territorial males.
8-) defense then fell to lactating females.
They became aggressive. They turned
against their own young and ejected them
before normal weaning and before adequate social bonds between mother and
young had developed. During this time of
,;ocial tension, rate of growth of the popu1:ation was only one third of that during
the earlier, more favorable phase.
Strike No. 1 against these mice: They
lost the opportunity to express the capacities developed by older mice born during
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the rapid population growth. After a while
they became so rejected that they were
treated as so many sticks and stones by
their still relatively well-adjusted elders.
These rejected mice withdrew, physically
and psychological!y, to live packed tightly
together in large pools. Amongst themselves they became vicious, lashing out
and biting each other now and then with
hardly any provocation.
Strike No. 2 against the mice: They
reached great numbers despite reduced
conceptions and increased deaths of newborn young resulting from the dissolution
of maternal care. Many had early been
rejected by their mothers and knew little
about social bonds. Often their later attempts at interaction were interrupted by
some other mouse intervening unintentionally as it passed between two potential
actors.
I came to call such mice the "Beautiful
Ones." They never learned such effective
social interactions as courtship, mating and
aggressive defense of territory. Never copulating, never fighting, they were unstressed and essentially unaware of their
associates. They spent their time grooming
themselves, eating and sleeping, totally
individualistic, totally isolated socially except for a peculiar acquired need for
simple proximity to others. This produced
what I have called the "behavioral sink,"
the continual accentuation of aggregations
to the point that much available space was
unused despite a population increase to
nearly 15 times the optimum.
All true "mousity" was lost. Though
physically they still appeared to be mice,
they had no essential capacities for survival and continuation of mouse society.
Suddenly, population growth ceased. In
what seemed an instant they passed over
a threshold beyond which there was no
likelihood of their ever recouping the
capacity to become real mice again. No
more young were born. From a peak population of 2,200 mice nearly three years
ago, aging has gradually taken its toll
until now there are only 46 sluggish near-
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cadavers comparable to people more than than 100 individuals was crowded together
100 years old.
in mutual hostility and aloneness. They
It was just such a fading universe Colin . would gather at their sitting place and sit
Turnbull found in 1964. Just before he for hours in a kind of suspended animaarrived, Strike No. 3 had set in: starvation. tion, not looking directly at each other,
Any such crisis could have added the coup yet scanning slowly all others who might
de grace after the other two strikes. Nor- be engaged in some solitary task, watching
mally the Ik could count on only making for someone to make a mistake that would
three crops every four years. At this time elicit the symbolic violence of laughter
a two-year drought set in and destroyed and derision. They resembled my pools
almost all crops. Neighboring tribes sur- of rejected withdrawn mice. Homemaking
vived with their cultures intact. Turkana deteriorated, feces littered doorsteps and
herdsmen, facing starvation and death, courtyard. Universal adultery and incest
kept their societies in contact with each replaced the old taboo. The beaded virother and continued to sing songs of gins' aprons of eight-to-twelve-year-old
praise to God for the goodness of life.
girls became symbols that these were proBy the beginning of the long dought, ficient whores accustomed to selling their
"goodness" to the Ik simply meant to have wares to passing herdsmen.
food-to have food for one's self alone.
One ray of humanity left in this cessCollaborative hunts were a thing of the pool was 12-year-old, retarded Adupa.
past, long since stopped by the police and Because she believed that food was for
probably no longer possible as a social sharing and savoring, her playmates beat
effort, anyway. Solitary hunting, now des- her. She still believed that parents were
ignated as poaching, became a necessity for loving and to be loved by. They cored
for sheer survival. But the solitary hunter her madness by locking her in her hut
took every precaution not to let -others until she died and decayed.
know of his success. He would gorge himThe six other villages were smaller and
self far off in the bush and bring the sur- their people could retain a few g}jrnmers
plus back to sell to the police, who were of the goodness and fullness of life. There
not above profiting from this traffic. With- was Kuaur, devoted to Turnbull, hiking
holding food from wife, children and four days to deliver mail, taunted for
aging parents became an accomplishment bringing food home to share with his wife
to brag and laugh about. It became a way and child. There was Losike, the potter,
of life, continuing after the government regarded as a witch. She offered water to
began providing famine relief. Those visitors and made pots for others. When
strong enough to go to the police station the famine got so bad that there was no
to get rations for themselves and their need for pots to cook in, her husb1md left
families would stop halfway home and her. She was no longer bringing in any
gorge all the food, even though it caused income. And then there was old Nangoli,
them to vomit.
·
still capable of mourning when her husband died. She went with her family and
village across Kidepo and into the Sudan
Village of Mutual Hatred
where their village life turned for a while
The village reflected this reversal of back to normality. But it was not normal
humanity. Instead of open courtyards enough to keep them. Back to :Pirre, to
around each group of huts within the death, they returned.
large compound, there was a maze of walls
All goodness was gone from the Ik,
and tunnels booby trapped with spears to leaving merely emptiness, vaJ1,1elessness,
ward off intrusion by neighbors.
nothingness, the chaos of Nun. They reIn Atum's village a whole band of more entered the womb of beginning time from
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which there is no return. Urination beside
the partial graves of the dead marked the
death of God, the final fading of Mount
Morungole.
My poor words give only a shadowy
image of the cold coffin of Ik humanity
that Turnbull describes. His two years
with the Ik left him in a slough of despondency from which he only extricated
himself with difficulty, never wanting to
see them again. Time and distance brought
him comfort. He did return for a brief
visit some months later. Rain had come
in abundance. Gardens had sprung up
untended from hidden seeds in the earth.
Each Ik gleaned only for his immediate
needs. Granaries stood empty, not refilled
for inevitable scarcities ahead. The future
had ceased to exist. Individual and social
decay continued on its downward spiral.
Sadly Turnbull departed again from this
land of lost hope and faith.
Last summer in London I knew nothing
about the Ik when I was so publicly and
thoroughly chastised for having the temerity to suspect that the behavioral and
spiritual death my mice had exhibited
might also befall man. But a psychiatrist
in the audience arose in defense · of my
suspicion. Dr. Geoffrey N. Bianchi remarked that an isolated tribe of Australian
Aborigines mirrored the changes and kinds
of pathology I had among mice. I did not
know that Dr. Bianchi was a member of
the team that had studied these people,
the Kaiadilt, and that a book about them
was in preparation, Cruel, Poor and Brutal
Nations by John Cawte (The University
Press of Hawaii). In galley proof I have
read about the Kaiadilt and find it so
shattering to my faith in humanity that I
now sometimes wish I had never heard of
it. Yet there is some glimmer of hope that
the Kaiadilt may recover-not what they
were but possibly some new life.
A frail, tenacious people, the Kaiadilt
never numbered more than 150 souls
where they lived on Bentinck Island in
the Gulf of Carpentaria. So isolated were
they that not even their nearest Aborig-
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inal neighbors, 20 miles away, had any
knowledge of their existence until in this
century; so isolated were the Kaiadilt from
their nearest neighbors that they differ
from them in such heredity markers as
blood type and fingerprints. Not until the
early years of this ce~tury did an occasional visitor from the Queensland Government even note their existence.
For all practical purposes the first real
contact the Kaiadilt had with Western
"culture" came in 1916 when a man by
the name of McKenzie came to Bentinck
with a group of male mainland Aborigines
to try to establish a lime kiln. McKenzie's
favorite sport was to ride about shooting
Kaiadilt. His helpers' sport was to commandeer as many women as they could,
and take them to their headquarters on a
neighboring island. In 1948 a tidal wave
poisoned most of the fresh-water sources.
Small groups of Kaiadilt were rounded up
and transported to larger Momington
Island where they were placed under the
supervision of a Presbyterian mission. They
were crowded into a dense cluster settlement just as the Ik had been at Pirre.
Here they still existed when the psychiatric field team came into their midst 15
years later. They were much like the Ik:
dissolution of family life, total valuelessness, apathy. I could find no mention of
laughter, normal or pathological. Perhaps
the Kaiadilt didn't laugh. They had essentially ceased the singing that had been so
much a part of their traditional way.
The spiritual decay of the Kaiadilt was
marked by withdrawal, depression, suicide
and tendency to engage in such selfmutilation as ripping one's testes or chopping off one's nose. In their passiveness
some of the anxiety ridden children are
accepting the new mold of life forced upon
them by a benevolent culture they do not
understand. Survival with a new mold
totally obliterating all past seems their
only hope.
So the lesson comes clear, and Colin
Turnbull sums it up in the final paragraph
of his book:
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The Ik teach us that our much vaunted
human values are not inherent in humanity
at all, but are associated only with a particular form of survival called society, and that
all, even society itself, are luxuries that can
be dispensed with. That does not make them
any the less wonderful or desirable, and if

man has any greatness it is surely in his ability to maintain these values, clinging to them
to an often very bitter end, even shortening
an already pitifully short life rather than sacrifice his humanity. But that too involves
choice, and the Ik teach us that man can lose
the will to make it.

